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CROSS HEDGING PERFORMANCE OF THE U.S. CURRENCY FUTURES MARKET:
THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM CURRENCIES
This paper investigates the potential of the well established U.S.
currency futures market to hedge the risks of the currencies in the
European Monetary System countries with which the trading of the U.S.
accounts for a significant portion of the total U.S. exports and
imports, but on which no futures contracts are available. Since
futures contracts are available only on German Marks among the EMS
currencies, we use German Mark futures to hedge other EMS currencies.
The empirical results provide strong evidence that the GM futures is
an appropriate hedge instrument for the EMS currencies. In addition,
the relationship between changes in the EMS currency and GM futures
prices is shown to be linear. However, the hedge ratios appear to be
unstable over time and thus investors should be advised to be cautioned
and to adjust the hedge ratios over time for effective hedging.

CROSS HEDGING PERFORMANCE OF THE U.S. CURRENCY FUTURES MARKET:
THE EUROPEAN MONETARY SYSTEM CURRENCIES
For the past decade, the foreign currency market has experienced a
dramatic volatility, which is in part due to the inception of the
flexible exchange rate system in 1973. The unprecedented fluctuations
of exchange rates have caused a great concern to managers of multina-
tional corporations as well as investors holding internationally
diversified portfolios. In the U.S., the concern has been magnified
with increasing number of firms going abroad and more venture capital
invested in foreign countries. To meet the demand for coping with the
volatility of exchange rates, a number of futures contracts were
introduced in 1972 on major currencies such as British Pound, Japanese
Yen, Canadian Dollar, Swiss Franc and German Mark.
Since one of the important functions of futures contracts is to
provide a hedging mechanism against unexpected changes in spot prices,
it is not surprising that most of futures markets have proved to be
successful. The foreign currency futures market is not exceptional, in
light of the volatility of exchange rates over the past few years.
It has gained rapidly in popularity with daily trading volume of
many thousands of contracts.
As such, a number of studies have examined the potential of
foreign currency futures contracts for hedging the exchange rate risk
(e.g.. Dale (1981), Hill and Schneeweis (1981, 1982), Grammatikos and
Saunder (1983), and Marraer (1986)). However, all of the previous
studies concerning foreign currency futures are limited to direct hedging
where the underlying currency of a futures contract is identical to the
currency being hedged (e.g., hedging British Pound using British Pound
futures). To date, the investigation into the effectiveness of
currency futures contracts for hedging the risk of other foreign
currencies (i.e.
, cross hedging) has not been undertaken.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the potential of the well
established U.S. currency futures market to hedge the risks of the
currencies of the countries with which the trading of the U.S. accounts
for a significant portion of the total U.S. trading volume, but on which
no futures contracts are available. In particular, we examine the
currencies included in the European Monetary System (EMS hereafter) such
as German Marks (GM) , French Francs (FRA), Belgium Francs (BEL), Danish
Crown (DEN), Italian Lira (ITA), Irish Pound (IRE) and Dutch Guilders
(NET). As will be reviewed in the next section, the EMS is a closely
knitted economic and political union founded with the objective to
maintain economic stability in Western Europe, in particular, of
exchange rates among member countries. The economic significance of
the countries to the U.S. is well documented in terms of their trading
volumes with the U.S. in Table 1. However, among the EMS currencies,
the futures contract is available only on German Marks in the U.S.
futures market. Thus, in this paper, we use German Mark futures to
hedge other EMS currencies. The empirical results provide strong evi-
dence that the German Mark futures is an effective hedging tool for the
EMS currencies. However, the hedge ratios appear to be unstable over
time, and thus investors are advised to be cautioned and to adjust the
hedge ratios over time for effective hedging.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section I briefly discusses
some structural and economic characteristics of the EMS. Section II
describes the data and methodology. The empirical results are pre-
sented in Section III. Section IV contains a brief conclusion.
INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE
I. The European Monetary System
As a subset of the European Economic Community (EEC), the EMS was
founded in March 1979 in an attempt to maintain economic stability in
Western Europe. The members include West Germany, France, Belgium,
Netherlands, Italy, Ireland and Denmark.
The EEC is a highly integrated organization with its members con-
ducting almost half of their trades with each other. Among others, the
need to combat high inflation and to have strong economic and political
integration within the community was a major motivation for the EEC.
However, the volatile economic situation became apparent by the demise
of the snake system in March 1979. Also, some undesirable events deve-
loped in the international economy calling for mutual cooperation
within the community. For example, the floating exchange rate system
commenced in March 1973 brought about inflationary pressure in the com-
munity. In addition, the lack of monetary action by the U.S. govern-
ment to control the strength of the U.S. dollar alarmed the European
countries. These economic pressures finally yielded the birth of the
EMS in March 1979 with the main objective clearly stated by the Euro-
pean Council as 'zone of monetary stability in Europe' (paragraph l.l
of the resolution of December 5, 1978).
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The operaCion of the EMS is facilitated by special features such
as the European Currency Unit (the common unit of currency of the EEC)
and the long established close co-operation of the central banks and
their previous experience in the snake system. Participating members
have obligations as well as defined constraints regarding the inter-
vention in exchange markets. The EMS has been known in general to be
more effective and flexible than its predecessor, the snake system, in
controlling the exchange rate volatility.
In sura, the mechanism of the EMS has helped ensure exchange rate
stability within the system. The strong economic and political tie
among the member countries and the strong demand for coping with the
exchange rate volatility render the idea of cross hedging more apparent
for traders with those countries. The German Mark futures emerges
naturally as a hedging instrument not only because it is the only
available futures on the EMS currency but because of the leadership and
influential character of West Germany in the EMS.
II. Data and Methodology
The International Monetary Market (IMM) in Chicago began trading
futures contracts on several major foreign currencies in May 1972:
British Pound, Canadian Dollar, Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc and German
Mark. We use German Mark futures to hedge the EMS currencies because
of the reasons stated above. Closing prices of German Mark futures and
EMS currencies are secured from the Wall Street Journal for the period
of January 1980 to March 1985.
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Following Johnson (1960), Stein (1961) and Ederington (1979), to
estimate the optimal hedge ratio, we use the regression (the ordinary
least square regression) approach relating changes in spot prices to
changes in futures prices as follows:
AS = 6 + 6 AF + e (1)
where AS : the change in the spot price of the currency denominated by
U.S. dollars in time period t
AF : the change in the GM futures price denominated by U.S.
dollars in time period t
and e is assumed to have zero mean and constant variance
The slope coefficient, 6 , represents the hedge ratio of the currency
under consideration. Inherent in the regression is the assumption that
the optimal combination of spot currency with GM futures is the one
2
whose variance is minimized.
We estimate the hedge ratios for three different hedging periods
(one, two and four weeks hedging) using nearby contracts (shorter than
3 months to maturity), mid-distant contracts (3-6 months to maturity)
and distant contracts (longer than 6 months to maturity). Hedging
effectiveness is measured by the coefficient of determination of the
regression (1).
There are at least two difficulties in estimating the hedge ratio
based on equation (1), in particular, for cross hedging. One is the
possibility of nonlinear relationship between changes in spot and
futures prices since the underlying currency of the futures is not
identical to the currency being hedged. The other difficulty is the
possible structural shifts of the relationship between changes in spot
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and futures prices and thus instability of the hedge ratio over time.
In this paper, the following two additional regressions are used to
test the nonlinearity and the instability of the hedge ratio,
respectively.
AS^ = B + B, AF^ + B^ (AFJ^ + e^ (2)
t o 1 t z t t
AS^ = 8q + 6^ AFj. + Y^ Dj AF^. + y^ D^ AF^ + Y3 D^ AF^. + e^
(3)
where D, = {- ^,
1 ^0 otherwise
^ r 1 if t = April 1981-June 1982
_
fl if t = July 1982-Septeraber 1983
2 ^0 otherwise
^ fl if t = October 1983-March 1985
3 otherwise
Note that if significant nonlinearity (i.e., B„ = 0) exists in
equation (2), the optimal hedge ratio would be 8AS /9AF = 6. + 26„AF
and thus, the conventional hedge ratio would be biased depending on
6 and AF .
In regression (3), since the sample period begins from January
1980, 6, represents the hedge ratio over January 1980-March 1981. The
coefficient, Y,, Y~ and y^ represent the changes in the hedge ratio
for the corresponding time periods. Thus, if the hedge ratio is
stable over time, it is expected that y, = Yo = Yt = 0.
III. Empirical Results
Table 2 presents the results on the estimated hedge ratios and
hedging effectiveness based on regression (1) for three different
hedging horizons using nearby contracts, mid-distant contracts,
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and distant contracts. Panels A, B and C are for nearby, raid-distant
and distant contracts, respectively. The hedge ratio (3.) shown in
Table 2 represents the number of GM futures contracts to short per
unit of the currency being hedged. Thus a positive (negative) hedge
ratio represents a short (long) position in GM futures to minimize the
risk of the portfolio containing GM futures and the currency being
hedged. For example, in one-week hedging of Belgium Franc using nearby
GM futures, the hedge ratio, 16.64, suggests that the optimal portfolio
is to sell short 16.64 units of GH futures per unit of Belgium Franc
spot position. In all EMS currencies, the hedge ratios are signifi-
cantly positive suggesting a short position in GM futures except Irish
Pound (IRE). The hedge ratios for IRE are consistently negative over
all hedging horizons regardless of GM futures maturities, suggesting a
long position in GM futures.
Table 2 also shows hedging effectiveness of GM futures. The coef-
2ficients of determination (adjusted R ) are in general very high,
suggesting the desirability of GM futures for hedging the EMS currencies,
The percentage reduction in variability in the spot position is as high
as 94% in some cases (e.g.
,
NET in the 4-week hedges using less than 3
months to maturity contracts). The GM futures are most effective on
BEL, ITA and DEN. The coefficient of determination for BEL ranges from
81% to 87% whereas those of ITA and DEN vary from 77% to 83% and 71% to
90%, respectively. Of particular interest are the results on IRE and
NET. Hedging performances of GM futures for IRE and NET are extremely
poor for 1-week and 2-week hedges. However, when the hedging horizon is
extended to 4-week, the hedging effectiveness of GM futures for IRE
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becomes well above 60% (68% when nearby contract is used). The change
in the hedging effectiveness of GM futures for NET is most notable with
—2
94% of R for 4-week, hedge.
Note also that the hedging effectiveness increases in general with
the length of hedging horizon, which is consistent with previous
studies on direct hedging. However, the difference of hedging effec-
tiveness between the hedges with different months to maturity futures
contracts appears to be trivial, which implies that a hedger has a
choice over the delivery dates of GM futures to match his or her spot
position without sacrificing hedging effectiveness.
Table 3 shows the results on the linearity test based on equation
(2). If the relationship between changes in the EMS currency prices and
GM futures prices is not linear, 6„ would not be equal to zero. Except
ITA, none of the EMS currencies has nonlinear statistical relationshp
with GM futures. Only in ITA, the hedge ratio based on equation (1)
appears to be biased: note that the coefficients, S , for 2-week
hedging using nearby GM futures, and 2-week and 4-week hedging using
mid-distant and distant futures contracts are significantly positive at
the 5% level. Thus, with the exception of ITA, the nonlinearity does
not appear to be a serious problem in estimating hedge ratios of the EMS
3
currencies using GM futures contracts.
Table 4 presents the results on the hedge ratio stability test for
each category. In general, there are significant structural changes in
the relationship between the spot prices of the EMS currencies and the
GM futures prices over time. For example, the 1-week hedge ratio for
DEN using nearby GM futures contracts changes significantly for
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April 1981-June 1982 and October 1983-March 1985. In NET, the hedge
ratio changes significantly in 4-week hedging using mid-distant GM
futures for July 1982-Septeraber 1983. FRA consistently shows struc-
tural changes in its relationship with GM futures for 1-week and 2-week
hedges for April 1981-June 1982.
IV. Conclusion
The exchange market has experienced unprecedented fluctuations for
the past decade. We investigate the potential of the well established
U.S. currency futures market to hedge the risks of the currencies in
the EMS countries with which the trading of the U.S. accounts for a
significant portion of the total U.S. exports and imports, but on which
no futures contracts are available. Since futures contracts are
available only on German Mark among the EMS currencies, we use German
Mark futures to hedge other EMS currencies. The empirical results pro-
vide strong evidence that the GM futures is an appropriate hedging
instrument for the EMS currencies, in particular, Belgium Francs,
French Francs, Italian Lira and Danish Crowns, the first three of which
represent important trading partners of the U.S. The estimated hedge
ratios suggest long positions in Irish Pound and short positions in
French Francs, Belgium Francs, Danish Crowns, Italian Lira and Dutch
Guilders. It is also shown that hedging effectiveness increases in
general with the length of hedging horizon, which is consistent with
previous studies on direct hedging. However, the difference in hedging
effectiveness between the hedges with different maturities of GM futures
appears to be insignificant. In addition, the relationship between the
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changes in Che EMS currency and GM futures prices is shown to remain
linear for the sample period, suggesting that the hedge model developed
by Johnson (1960), Stein (1961) and Ederington (1979) may be valid for
cross hedging in the EMS currencies. The hedge ratios, however, appear
to be unstable over time. Thus, investors should be cautioned and need
to adjust the hedge ratios over time for effective hedging.
Since this paper is an initial attempt to examine the effec-
tiveness of the U.S. currency futures market for hedging the EMS
currencies, a further research certainly deserves to follow. An exten-
sion of this paper may lead to the development of a hedging model on a
portfolio of currencies as opposed to individual currencies, which is a
major concern of multinational corporations. Also of interest would be
the study analyzing the impact of individual countries economic poli-
cies as well as the realignments of exchange rates initiated by the EMS
on the hedge ratios. This may shed light on the instability of the
hedge ratio over time.
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FOOTNOTES
However, it is important to note that the stable relationship bet-
ween the EMS currencies is a necessary but not sufficient condition to
achieve effective cross-hedging.
2
For more details on the hedging theory, see Johnson (1960), Stein
(1961) and Ederington (1979). Also, see Bell and Krasker (1986) for
criticisms of the regression-based hedge ratio. They argue that the
slope coefficient (6^) in equation (1) gives the variance-minimizing
hedge ratio if the E(AF(- |<J) ^..ji ) is the same for all values of 't't-l» where
^\^-l represents the information set at t-1. However, the requirement
that E(AF{. |(}) t-_]^) be independent of <j>t-l» might be plausible in foreign
currencies unlike agricultural commodities that have cyclical harvests,
as pointed out by Bell and Krasker.
3
We also have run the regression (2) for two subperiods: January
1980-June 1982 and July 1982-March 1985 to test the change in the
linearity over time. Since the results in the two subperiods do not
deviate significantly from those for the whole period, they are not
reported. However, they will be available from the authors upon
request.
_
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TABLE 1
Trading Volume of EMS Countries and Other Major
Industrial Countries with the United States
Exports (Millions of U.S. Dollars)
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
World Total
Industrial Countries
Canada
Australia
Japan
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
220,781 233,739 212,274 200,528 217,889 213,146
125,353 129,720 117,195 117,617 130,421 129,648
35,395 39,564 33,720 38,244 46,524 47,251
4,093 5,242 4,534 3,954 4,793 5,440
20,790 21,823 20,966 21,894 23,575 22,631
3,337 3,556 3,583 2,905 2,561 2,524
1,774 1,842 1,690 1,581 1,542 1,925
3,781 3,022 2,707 2,960 2,563 2,288
12,695 12,439 10,645 10,621 12,210 11,273
6,661 5,764 5,229 5,049 5,301 4,918
863 887 732 649 605 706
7,485 7,341 7,110 5,961 6,037 6,096
10,960 10,277 9,291 8,737 9,084 9,050
836 1,025 983 1,116 1,355 1,342
5,511 5,360 4,616 3,908 4,375 4,625
8,678 8,595 8,604 7,767 7,554 7,269
World Total
Industrial Countries
Canada
Australia
Japan
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Netherlands
1980
Imports (Millions of U.S. Dollars)
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
256,959 273,351 254,882 269,880 341,170 361,620
126,311 143,227 143,682 154,443 204,037 227,729
41,999 46,827 46,792 52,546 66,911 69,427
2,782 2,707 2,552 2,422 2,899 3,067
32,973 39,904 39,931 43,559 60,371 72,380
1,342 1,665 1,639 1,689 2,628 2,773
1,705 1,799 2,092 2,549 3,427 4,339
2,867 2,504 2,394 2,552 3,199 3,579
10,273 13,316 13,541 12,900 15,044 15,573
2,006 2,409 2,502 2,510 3,287 3,567
769 898 956 1,126 1,518 1,79b
5,549 6,139 5,815 6,308 8,516 9,960
12,257 11,918 12,503 13,229 17,810 21,232
435 522 582 582 874 942
4,688 5,549 5,656 5,820 8,504 10,381
2,044 2,520 2,652 3,149 4,329 4,368
Source: Directory of trade statistics. Yearbook 1985; March 1986, Inter-
national Monetary Fund, Washington, D.C.
Table 2
a
Hedge Ratios and Hedging Effectiveness
AS^ = 0Q + Sj AF^ + .^
A. Hedging with Nearby Contracts (less than 3 months)
Al. l-week hedging A
6o(t
^B,^ ^\<:^8 ) -2Currencies N 1 1 R
BEL 216 .0194 (1.14) 16.6366 (32.79)* .8339
DEN 216 .0048 (1.12) 3.1137 (25.23)* .7481
FRA 216 .0037 ( .57) 2.8672 (13.60)* .4621
IRE 216 - .0012 (-.31) -.5271 (-3.91)* .0624
ITA 216 1.7885 (3.26)* 442.2380 (26.95)* .7721
NET 216 - .0020 (-.45) 1.0699 ( 7.21)* .1922
A2. 2-week hedging
BEL 106 .0626 (1.91) 17.1708 (26.98)* .8748
DEN 106 .0063 ( .88) 3.2883 (22.09)* .8240
FRA 106 - .0078 (-.53) 2.9959 (12.41)* .5953
IRE 106 - .0123(:-1.19) -.4909 (-3.03)* .0728
ITA 106 3.6945 (3.27)* 459.3447 (21.52)* .8164
NET 106 .0018 ( .22) 1.0123 ( 5.61)* .2263
A3. 4-week hedging
BEL 52 .1952 (1.95) 17.2700 (16.13)* .8382
DEN 52 .0337 (2.83)* 3. 1829 (21.14)* .8992
FRA 52 .0372 (1.81) 2.6105 ( 9.21)* .6265
IRE 52 - .0108(;-3.23)* -.4067(;-10.36)* .6804
ITA 52 8.4866 (3.51)* 463.4727 (15.75)* .8317
NET 52 .0069 (2.39)* 1.0288 (28.64)* .9425
Table 2 (Continued)
B. Hedging with Mld-distanC Contracts (3 to 6 months)
Bl. 1-week hedging
Currencies N 1 1 R
BEL 216 .0214 (1.21) 16.8413 (31.36)* .8211
DEN 216 .0052 (1.19) 3.1444 (24.34)* .7343
FRA 216 .0041 ( .62) 2.8918 (13.28)* .4502
IRE 216 -.0014 (-.36) -.5099 (-3.68)* .0553
ITA 216 1.8447 (3.26)* 447.1553 (25.93)* .7583
NET 216 -.0019 (-.41) 1.0762 ( 7.07)* .1861
B2. 2-week hedging
BEL
DEN
FRA
IRE
ITA
NET
B3. 4-week hedging
BEL
DEN
FRA
IRE
ITA
NET
106 .0650 (1.89) 17.4987 (25.73)* .8641
106 .0069 ( .92) 3.3457 (20.90)* .8074
106 -.0070 (-.46) 3.0274 (12.05)* .5812
106 -.0127(-1.23) -.4690 (-2.81)* .0625
106 3.7642 (3.26)* 468.1428 (20.81)* .8061
106 .0020 ( .24) 1.0281 ( 5.51)* .2202
52 .2007 (1.97) 17.6601 (15.97)* .8355
52 .0351 (2.85)* 3.2351 (20.44)* .8929
52 .0389 (1.88) 2.6324 ( 9.04)* .6178
52 -.0111(-3.24)* -.4099 (-9.95)* .6623
52 8.7387 (3.60)* 469.6043 (15.26)* .8226
52 .0074 (2.37)* 1.0458 (26.83)* .9350
Table 2 (continued)
C. Hedging with Distant Contracts (lon.i^er than h months)
CI. 1-week hedging
Currencies N 1 1 R
BEL 204 .0218 (1.18) 6.9233 (29.36)* .8100
DEN 204 .0048 (1.01) 3.1371 (22.25)* .7198
FRA 204 .0025 ( .43) 2.9005 (15.46)* .5409
IRE 204 -.0013 (-.13) -.5151 (-3.44)* .0508
ITA 204 1.9727 (3.31)* 5.5907 (24.47)* .7475
NET 204 .0002 ( .05) 1.0933 ( 7.28)* .2047
C2. 2-week hedging
BEL
DEN
FRA
IRE
ITA
NET
99 .0509 (1.36) 7.8107 (23.48)* .8502
99 .0054 ( .68) 3.3394 (18.61)* .7808
99 -.0028 (-.21) 2.9797 (13.82)* .6620
99 -.0129(-1.16) -.4749 (-2.54)* .0523
99 3.6938 (3.07)* 4.3645 (18.76)* .7835
99 .0014 ( .16) 1.0824 ( 5.12)* .2065
C3. 4-week hedging
46 .2039 (1.77) 7.7991 (14.07)* .8175
46 .0361 (2.61)* 3.2289 (17.74)* .8771
46 .0366 (2.83)* 2.5271 (14.14)* .8190
46 -.0117(-2.96)* -.4026 (-8.54)* .6204
46 9.1503 (3.56)* 6.3545 (13.54)* .8058
46 .0077 (2.25)* 1.0828 (23.25)* .9246
BEL
DEN
FRA
IRE
ITA
NET
*Signif icantly different from zero at the 5% level
The residuals were corrected for autocorrelation with Cochrane-
Orcutt technique.
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Table 4
Stability Test of Hedge Ratio^
AS^ = 6q + 6^ AF^ + Yj °1 'h ^ ^2 ^2 "^t ^ ^3 °3 ^^ ^ ^
A. Nearby Contract
Al. 1-week hedging
ft V V V
Currencies N
^
'_
~
]| R
BEL 216 14.1839 2.6545 3.2451 2.7768 .8354
DEN 216 2.4533 .8543 .5650 .8512 .7512
FRA 216 1.9651 1.7245 .9230 .6794 .4721
'l ^1 ^2 ^2
(10.96)* (1.66) (1.98)* (1.80)
(7.66)* (2.18)* (1.40) (2.73)*
(3.77)* (2.63)* (1.39) (1.08)
-.9536 .2882 .4641 .7075
(-2.91)* (.69) (1.10) (1.78)
354.0847 108.0170 84.6619 112.8926
(8.48)* (2.10)* (1.60) (2.26)*
1.1473 .0231 -.1948 -.1005
(3.13)* (.05) (-.41) (-.23)
IRE 216 .0651
ITA 216 .7752
NET 216 .1817
A2. 2-week hedging
BEL 106 13.9689 2.5087 3.1166 4.6646 .8787
(8.80)* (1.25) (1.49) (2.50)*
DEN 106 2.7539 .6600 .1822 .8216 .8301
(7.62)* (1.43) (.38) (1.98)
FRA 106 2.0406 1.7481 .7118 .9338 .6028
(3.26)* (2.22)* (.88) (1.30)
-1. 1593 .5871 .7482 .8857
(-2.70)* (1.09) (1.36) (1.81)
355.6178 93.8236 17.6733 184. 1719
(6.86)* (1.43) (.26) (3.10)*
.8994 .1519 -.0325 .1960
(2.01)* (.27) (-.05) (-.38)
IRE 106 1 .0764
ITA 106 . .8345
NET 106 .2057
Table 4 (continued)
A3. 4-week hedging
Currencies r2
BEL
DEN
FRA
IRE
ITA
NET
52
52
52
52
52
52
14.0795
(6.23)*
3.8760
(1.16)
1.3418
(.39)
5.0190
(1.80)
2.7554
(8.47)*
.6578
(1.40)
.3246
(.68)
.5957
(1.54)
1.9834
(3.19)*
.9179
(1.05)
.5607
(.63)
.8206
(1.12)
-.7133
(-11.97)*
.1290
(1.50)
.3840
(4.40)*
.4692
(6.64)*
356.4264
(5.82)*
117.1172
(1.32)
50.8543
(.56)
171.8934
(2.36)*
1.0181
(13.85)*
.0141
(.13)
-.1761
(-1.64)
.0863
(-.99)
.8436
.8993
.6146
.8416
,8434
,9480
B. Mid-Distant Contract
Bl. 1-week hedging
BEL
DEN
FRA
IRE
ITA
NET
216
216
216
216
216
216
14.6869 2.5254 3.0084 2.1093
(10.37)* (1.45) (1.70) (1.26)
2.5280 .8556 .5234 .7343
(7.33)* (2.04)* (1.22) (1.81)
2.0365 1.7401 .8523 .5842
(3.67)* (2.51)* (1.22) (.89)
-.8628 .1784 .3737 .6145
(-2.48)* (.41) (.85) (1.48)
367.1570 106. 1608 73.9814 95.9008
(8.11)* (1.91) (1.31) (1.80)
1.1390 .0687 -. 1763 -.0987
(2.84)* (.14) (-.36) (-.21)
.8214
.7359
,4599
.0544
7598
1759
Table A (continued)
B2. 2-week hedging
Currencies N
^1 ^1 ^2 ^2 —9
R"
BEL 106 14.4704 2.7845 2.4287 4.3087 .8655
(8.15)* (1.24) (1.07) (2.14)*
DEN 106 2.8924 .7227 -.0106 .6919 .8130
(7.15)* (1.40) (-.02) (1.51)
FRA 106 2.1064 1.8002 .6163 .8902 .5878
(3.14)* (2.13)* (.73) (1.17)
IRE 106 -1.0094 .4121 .6068 .7320 .0553
(-2.22)* (.72) (1.06) (1.42)
ITA 106 371.5667 102.5256 -4.2882 171.3877 .8225
(6.56)* (1.43) (-.06) (2.67)*
NET 106 .9071 .2085 -.0566 .1985 .2002
(1.89) (.34) (-.09) (-.36)
B3. 4-week, hedging
BEL 52 14.8138 4.4705 .2411 4.4342 .8394
(6.14)* (1.24) (.07) (1.56)
DEN 52 2.8844 .7711 .1206 .4666 .8929
(8.23)* (1.51) (.24) (1.14)
FRA 52 2.0580 1.0523 .3732 .7452 .6058
(3.15)* (1.12) (.41) (.98)
IRE 52 -.7562 .1319 .4399 .5098 .8469
(-12.34)* (1.48) (5.09)* (7.10)*
ITA 52 374.1122 130.8324 19.2741 154.3803 .8318
(5.63)* (1.34) (.20) (1.98)*
NET 52 1.0652 .0389 -.2446 -.0432 .9373
Table 4 (continued)
C. Distant Contract
C. 1-week hedging
Currencies N 'i \ ^2 ^2 r'
BEL 204 14.7918 2.3007 3.5030 2.0419 .8108
(10.06)* (1.26) (1.86) (1.18)
DEN 204 2.4975 .8374 .6046 .7546 .7105
(6.77)* (1.86) (1.28) (1.74)
FRA 204 2.0802 1.6799 .8569 .5484 .5537
(4.42)* (2.85)* (1.41) (.99)
IRE 204 -.8157 .1121 .2868 .5642 .0476
(-2.22)* (.24) (.60) (1.29)
ITA 204 368.2075 96.2223 79.3710 93.0984 .7481
(7.92)* (1.67) (1.32) (1.70)
NET 204 1.1989 .0230 -.2178 -.1661 .1943
(3.24)* (.05) (-.45) (-.38)
C2. 2-week hedging
BEL 99 14.5476 1.5367 5.0607 4.4016 .8536
(7.88)* (.63) (1.92) (2.10)*
DEN 99 2.9307 .4425 -.1126 .6542 .7830
(6.88)* (.78) (-.18) (1.36)
FRA 99 2.0452 1.5955 .8451 .9440 .6694
(3.76)* (2.25)* (1.13) (1.53)
-.9463 .3288 .5123 .6662
(-1.98)* (.53) (.77) (1.23)
373.8058 65.8947 -52.7600 168.1646
(6.54)* (.87) (-.64) (2.60)*
.9961 .1519 -.0588 .1195
(1.96) (.22) (-.08) (.21)
IRE 99 .0400
ITA 99 .8069
NET 99 .1820
Table 4 (conCinued)
C3. 4-week hedging
Currencies N
A
^1
A
^2 ^2
r2
BEL 46 15.0058
(5.84)*
1.4470
(.35)
.9338
(.18)
4.5221
(1.49)*
.8202
DEN 46 2.9095
(7.72)*
.3240
(.55)
.3077
(.40)
.4726
(1.07)
.8729
FRA 46 2.0605
(5.89)*
.3340
(.62)
-.3571
(-.50)
.7680
(1.88)
.8294
IRE 46 -.7614
(-11.76)*
.1631
(1.64)
.5487
(4.18)*
.5210
(6.90)*
.8278
ITA 46 373.7215
(5.94)*
54.9844
(.56)
-183.5655
(-1.44)
148.2787
(2.01)*
.8344
NET 46 1.0732
(11.40)*
.0480
(.33)
-.2404
(-1.26)
.0267
(.24)
.9238
The values in the parentheses represent t-statistics.
* Significant at the 5% level.
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